GLAMMFIRE ARRIVES AT THE BIG APPLE
th

New York, October 08 - For the first time in New York, Glammfire will have its products showcased at one of
the most iconic high-profile centers devoted to interior design worldwide, the New York Design Center.
Through local Glammfire’s New York Sales Representative, our wide range of indoor and outdoor living
th
products are available for purchase at 7 floor Milano Smart Living showroom, offering its visitors and
customer’s exclusive and exquisite pieces made with high quality materials. Mr. Dan Rodrigues (Country
Representative Manager) states that “Glammfire fireplaces and tabletops products are able to let anyone be
enchanted by its unique European design and refinement.”
At the showroom customers will be able to see a wide range of product units with emphasis for the suspended
Thales fireplace. Thales is a fireplace that works with a bioethanol combustion zone and doesn’t require
construction works when suspended at the ceiling, both its cheminée and combustion zone base can be
independently rotated 360 degrees, releases any odors, smoke neither sparks.
Mr. Gideon Back (CEO & Founder Milano Smart Living) states “Glammfire considers that a fireplace is the heart
of a home and if there is a brand who knows what this means its Glammfire. We are happy to represent them
and we believe that with Glammfire fireplaces our customers can have pleasurable moments while watching
the elegance of a dancing flame.”
Glammfire also showcases at Milano Smart Living showroom wall mounted and electric fireplaces, as well as
fire pits and tabletops.

ABOUT GLAMMFIRE
Founded in 2008 in the north of Portugal, Glammfire is a world-class luxury fireplaces brand, represents
Portuguese design as well as modern/contemporary style.
As one of the world's most wanted fireplaces brands, Glammfire specializes in the development and
manufacture of unique, environmentally friendly fireplaces that fit a new lifestyle.
The desire for greater demand and efficiency, the pursuit of difference, embodied in the development of
unique products, and the respectful commitment to the environment are details present in each Glammfire
product.
ABOUT MILANO SMART LIVING
Milano Smart Living offers a prestigious and diverse array of specialized furniture for small apartments,
impressive and beautiful in each of their functions.
Created by renowned craftsmen in Italy, the quality, style and durability of these products are unmatched.
Milano’s showroom provides domestic and contract furniture to such products as home fabrics, fireplaces,
flooring and kitchen and bathroom fittings.

ABOUT NEW YORK DESIGN CENTER
The New York Design Center has been committed to transforming and enhancing both living and working
environments for more than 85 years. Representing classic creations as well as avant-garde contemporary
innovations, this renowned Design Center has a worldwide reputation for providing imaginative solutions to
any design challenge.
Located at 200 Lexington Avenue, the New York Design Center is the country’s oldest furniture and design
building. Built in 1926 as the New York Furniture Exchange, 200 Lex was the dream of visionaries in the
furniture industry.
This historic 16-story, 500,000-square-foot building designed by Ely Jacques Kahn was originally available only
to furniture and department store buyers. In the late 1970s, the building began to shift its focus towards
interior design and architecture; and in 1981, emerged as the New York Design Center.
Today, 200 Lex houses nearly 100 showrooms representing more than 500 lines of fine, traditional,
contemporary, residential and contract furniture, as well as fabric, floor covering, lighting, wall covering,
kitchen and bath and decorative accessory resources.
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